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Foreword by Councillor Nigel Cooke,
Cabinet Member for Regeneration and Transport
Stockton-on-Tees Borough Council is committed to ensure that all pedestrians, especially those affected by
sight loss or mobility difficulties can fully participate in and enjoy the local built environment.
For a disabled person it can often be a challenge to get around their local area, with a variety of obstacles
hindering their journey. Getting to work, the shops or to other local services can sometimes prove so
traumatic that some residents have told us that they would rather stay at home. This could lead to people
becoming isolated, which has a long term effect on their health and wellbeing and will ultimately add
pressures onto other services.
Stockton-on-Tees Borough Council believes engaging with the local community is crucial in helping us make
decisions which will affect the Borough. This includes the design, layout and management of our Town
Centre’s and residential streets to ensure that they are free from obstacles and are clutter-free.

Stockton-on-Tees Borough Council Street Charter
Stockton-on-Tees Borough Council is dedicated to engaging positively with our residents and values their
input on how we plan, develop and manage our built environment.
Our ‘street charter’ sets out a list of actions and commitments, which everyone involved agrees to abide
by. These have been formed under different headings, which represent the main issues that pedestrians,
particularly those that are blind or partially sighted people face when negotiating the built environment in
Stockton-on-Tees.

Advertising boards and street and café furniture
We agree to:
Work with local business owners to make them realise how advertising boards and street café furniture cause
real difficulties pedestrians in particular those that are blind or partially sighted and to consider alternative
forms of advertising.
Undertake regular street furniture audits in town centres to ensure that they are as safe as they can be.
When town centres and neighbourhoods are redeveloped, proactively engage with blind and partially sighted
people around design of the development and implementation of street furniture.

Wheelie bins and recycling bags
We agree to:
Require residents, where possible, to leave their bins at the curtilage of, but within, their property boundary
Proactively encourage residents to be considerate in how they place their bins, which will include coverage in
the annual ‘Up Your Street’ leaflet which is delivered to all homes in the borough on an annual basis.
Make sure that all bin crews are required to return bins to the same place and are made aware why it is so
important to store bins as safely as possible.

Overhanging shrubbery and branches
We agree to:
Promote accessible ways for blind and partially sighted people to report overgrown shrubbery and branches
through Care for your Area.
Act swiftly upon reports of overgrown shrubbery and branches by alerting the residents or taking action if it is
a council owned property.
Proactively encourage residents to be considerate in managing their shrubbery and trees as part of our
annual highway safety inspection programme.

Parking on pavements
We agree to:
Use our existing powers to endeavour to keep the pavement clear of obstructions caused by parked cars.
Work with the police to use their existing powers under the Highways Act and other legislation to endeavour
to keep the pavement clear of obstructions caused by parked cars.
Work with the police to engage with blind and partially sighted people and the wider community to improve
awareness of the dangers of parking on pavements.

Crossings
We agree to:
Undertake regular monitoring of the controlled crossing points across the Borough and adjust the crossing
times to meet the needs of pedestrians accordingly.
Follow the national guidance and equalities legislation to ensure the correct use of audible beeps, rotating
cones, tactile paving and dropped kerbs.
Assess requests for new crossing points and seek to provide these in the appropriate locations

New Council developments: shared space
We agree to:
In accordance with our Public Sector Equality Duty, involve and consult with blind and partially sighted people
when new developments such as shared space schemes are put forward and make any necessary changes to
the schemes. Where this is not possible, we will consider whether or not the scheme should still go ahead.

Consultation
We agree to:
Engage with the Disability Advisory Group to assist in the development of major highway improvement
schemes which are to have an accessibility impact.
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